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ABSTRACT
When people talk, they tend to adopt the behaviors, ges-
tures, and language of their conversational partners. This
“accommodation” to one’s partners is largely automatic, but
the degree to which it occurs is influenced by social factors,
such as gender, relative power, and attraction. In settings
where such social information is not known, this accommo-
dation can be a useful cue for the missing information. This
is especially important in web-based communication, where
social dynamics are often fluid and rarely stated explicitly.
But connecting accommodation and social dynamics on the
web requires accurate quantification of the di↵erent amounts
of accommodation being made.

We focus specifically on accommodation in the form of
“linguistic alignment”: the amount that one person’s word
use is influenced by another’s. Previous studies have used
many measures for linguistic alignment, with no clear stan-
dard. In this paper, we lay out a set of desiderata for a
linguistic alignment measure, including robustness to sparse
and short messages, explicit conditionality, and consistency
across linguistic features with di↵erent baseline frequencies.
We propose a straightforward and flexible model-based frame-
work for calculating linguistic alignment, with a focus on
the sparse data and limited social information observed in
social media. We show that this alignment measure fulfills
our desiderata on simulated data. We then analyze a large
corpus of Twitter data, both replicating previous results and
extending them: Our measure’s improved resolution reveals
a previously undetectable e↵ect of interpersonal power in
Twitter interactions.

General Terms
social media; conversation; social networks; language; com-
munication; coordination; social status; psychology; Twitter

1. INTRODUCTION
When people interact, they tend to act similarly, adopting

similar postures, speaking in similar ways, and using similar
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words. This communication accommodation [20] is a per-
vasive part of human interactive behavior, arising in many
di↵erent dimensions of interaction, including gesture, pos-
ture, tone, and language use [11, 3, 21, 32, 26, 9]. From a
scientific perspective, greater degrees of accommodation can
signal power relationships or a�liation [48, 23, 14], and from
an engineering perspective, interactive agents that accom-
modate (or “mirror”) are seen as friendlier and more human
[35, 33]. One of the most important and well-studied forms
of accommodation is linguistic alignment, in which conver-
sational partners align aspects of their communicative style
and content to one another.

Roughly speaking, linguistic alignment can be measured
as the change in likelihood of using a given “marker” – most
often a word category (e.g., prepositions or negations) or
individual words (e.g., it, the) – based on its use by a con-
versational partner. For instance, an exchange where Alice
tells a group “I like to cook” and Bob replies “We love to
eat”, could be evidence of Bob aligning to Alice in using
pronouns (I/we), in using prepositions (to/to), and in using
the specific word to.

But while the basic idea of linguistic alignment has been
used in a range of studies across fields, it has been quanti-
fied using a variety of substantially di↵erent measures [27,
13, 17, 49]. Some measures conflate influences that others
separate, some combine features that others do not, and
some account for individual speaker di↵erences that others
do not. Further, it is unclear whether these measures are
appropriate for sparse interactional data observed in social
media and other web-based settings (though see [12, 47]).

Our goal in this paper is to address the issue of incon-
sistent measures across studies of linguistic alignment. We
begin by describing a set of desiderata for linguistic align-
ment measures. We then report simulations showing that
existing measures of alignment fail when faced with sparse
linguistic data of the type that are common on the web. We
propose a new model-based alignment metric and show that
it fulfills our desiderata. We end by using this new metric to
analyze Twitter data, and show that it succeeds in detect-
ing the the influence of power dynamics on accommodation
behavior in sparse data where no e↵ect had been detected
previously.

2. PRIOR WORK ON ACCOMMODATION
AND ALIGNMENT

Accommodation is a general and deeply-ingrained human
behavior. Children as young as 12 months old accommo-
date to their parents on speaking pitch [34], and fictional
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dialogues show similar alignment to real ones [13]. These
two datapoints suggest that accommodation is a crucial and
“unmediated” mechanism [42]. Accommodation can even
influence human-computer interactions, with people rating
interactions with accommodating computer systems as more
satisfying even when the conversant is known to be a com-
puter [35, 5, 33].

Linguistic accommodation, which we will refer to as align-
ment, has been one of the key domains in which hypotheses
about accommodation have been tested. A major branch of
this work is known as Linguistic Style Matching (LSM) [37,
27]. The focus of LSM is on “stylistic” accommodation, as
opposed to content accommodation; practically, LSM exam-
ines the reuse of function words (prepositions, pronouns, ar-
ticles, etc.) that carry little inherent semantic information,
as opposed to content words (nouns, verbs, etc.).1 This fo-
cus on function words is motivated by the argument that
function words represent a stylistic choice, as a speaker can
choose between many di↵erent function words in compos-
ing a message without substantially changing its meaning,
allowing the speaker to adapt to their listerner. Function
word use has been shown to vary between people, but to re-
main fairly consistent within a single person’s writing [41].
As such, it has been fruitfully applied to authorship attri-
bution as well [4].

Accommodation, especially linguistic alignment, can be
a critical part of achieving social goals. Performance in a
variety of cooperative decision-making tasks has been posi-
tively related to the participants’ linguistic convergence [17,
29]. Match-matching in speed dating as well as stability
in established relationships have been linked to increased
alignment [27]. Alignment can also improve persuasiveness,
encouraging listeners to follow good health practices [30] or
to leave larger tips [46].

Alignment typically is convergent, making the conversants
more similar, but the degree and direction of alignment dif-
fers from situation to situation. In some situations people
may diverge, intentionally or not; this divergence is often
tied to a particular social goal, such as maintaining an appro-
priate power dynamic between doctors and patients [16]. In
addition, di↵erent dimensions or features may exhibit con-
vergence at di↵erent strengths [44, 1, 12] and/or di↵erent
time-scales [16]. Lastly, alignment and accommodation are
usually incomplete, in that people become more similar but
not the same. For instance, [20, 22] show that near-complete
accommodation can come o↵ as cloying or derisive.

Variability in accommodation behavior can be sociolog-
ically and psychologically meaningful. Power relationships
are an important source of di↵erential accommodation, with
less powerful conversants generally accommodating more to
more powerful conversants. Prominent examples of such
asymmetric accommodation include interviews and jury tri-
als [48, 23, 14]. Additionally, factors such as gender, likabil-
ity, respect, and attraction all interact with the magnitude of
accommodation [1, 36]. Such di↵erences in accommodation
can also be indicative of changes to the power dynamic: In
U.S. Supreme Court transcripts, [25] showed that depending
on the accommodation dimension, justices – who are more
powerful by any intuitive assessment – may nevertheless ac-

1This interest in function words over content words is ef-
fectively the mirror image of many document classification
methods, such as topic models [2], which focus on content
word co-occurrences and typically exclude function words.

commodate more to lawyers, perhaps because the lawyers
have the local power to answer justices’ questions.

3. DESIDERATA FOR MEASURES OF LIN-
GUISTIC ALIGNMENT

Accommodation and related concepts have been approached
from many di↵erent fields of study, leading to many di↵er-
ent approaches to quantifying linguistic alignment. On one
hand, this is a helpful proliferation. Alignment must be a
very robust characteristic of human socialization if its ef-
fects appear using so many di↵erent estimation methods.
On the other hand, measures used in di↵erent studies are
di�cult to compare, and some studies separate factors that
other conflate. From the perspective of standardization and
comparison, a single measure would allow further theoretical
progress. But what measure to select?

In what follows, we propose a set of desiderata for lin-
guistic alignment measures. At the highest level, the goal
of a measure of linguistic alignment should be to quantify
the amount that one person’s language use is influenced by
another’s: we are interested in seeing how much a person
changes when speaking to di↵erent people, and to what ex-
tent such changes increase the similarity between the speak-
ers. Also, because linguistic alignment can, in principle, be
measured on many di↵erent words and categories, we want
a measure that can be compared across linguistic features
with very di↵erent frequencies. Furthermore, because di↵er-
ent features may align di↵erently [1, 16], we want a measure
that is flexible enough to account for these di↵erences. Al-
though previous desiderata have been proposed [49], these
requirements focused on satisfying theoretical goals (e.g.,
consistency across di↵erent structural levels). Such goals
are important, but presuppose the basic statistical proper-
ties mentioned above. Our concern here is with establishing
these more basic statistical desiderata.

3.1 Conditionality and baselining
An alignment measure must provide a measure of direc-

tional linguistic influence, not just general similarity. In ad-
dition, many existing measures fail to account for the possi-
bility that speakers may already be very similar before they
start talking. One example of the importance of condition-
ality is [27], who show that speed daters with more simi-
lar word distributions are more likely to form a connection.
But, because they do not control for the similarity of daters’
language use independent of each other, they may actually
be measuring similarity of daters’ backgrounds rather than
alignment.

The relevant theoretical distinction is between accommo-
dation and homophily. If two people speak in a similar
manner, it may be that they have observed each other’s
style of speech and have aligned to each other (accommo-
dation) [12]. However, it also may be that these two people
happen to have inherently similar speaking styles, perhaps
because they have similar linguistic backgrounds or similar
linguistic pressures (homophily). Accommodation and ho-
mophily are likely to have similar e↵ects on outcome mea-
sures such as comprehension, likability, and task success,
based on similarity-attraction theories, but di↵er substan-
tially in terms of their theoretical import [6, 45, 22].

Conditionality is perhaps the most critical desideratum for
a measure of alignment: without it, any result may be due to
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mere homophily. To address this issue, Danescu-Niculescu-
Mizil and colleagues [12, 13, 14] subtract o↵ a speaker’s aver-
age frequency of using a linguistic marker when calculating
alignment, an important advance over other methods. The
Hierarchical Alignment Model we present here extends their
SCP measure to satisfy the full set of desiderata below.

3.2 Separability across markers
Accommodation is not a monolithic process; people may

converge on some dimensions while diverging on others [1,
16]. In fact, similarly high levels of accommodation on mul-
tiple dimensions may even be counter-productive, giving the
impression of mocking or condescending to the audience [22,
20]. Empirically, for specifically linguistic alignment, di↵er-
ent markers may have distinctly di↵erent alignments [12,
27]. For instance, we may not expect second person pro-
noun (e.g., you) usage to align, since one speaker’s you is
the other speaker’s me. These di↵erences can have impor-
tant implications for applications of alignment; [17] found
that increased alignment on expressions of confidence im-
proved group performance in a task, but across-the-board
increases in alignment reduced group performance. Thus,
we want a measure that can estimate di↵erent alignment
values for di↵erent markers, with the possible option of ag-
gregating over markers when needed.

3.3 Consistency across varying marker frequen-
cies

Di↵erent words have radically di↵erent baseline frequen-
cies: a few words are used very often, but the bulk of our
vocabularies are rarely used. As discussed above, it is un-
desirable to aggregate alignment values across markers, but
consistency in our alignment measure is important if we want
to investigate how (or whether) baseline frequencies interact
with alignment. As such, we want a measure for which align-
ment e↵ect strengths are not significantly biased by baseline
word frequencies. To assess measures on this desideratum,
we will test potential alignment measures against simulated
data with known alignment strengths and marker frequen-
cies to ensure comparability across a wide range of marker
frequencies.

3.4 Robustness to sparse data
Much work on communication accommodation and lin-

guistic alignment, especially early work, focused on cases
where a small set of people interact extensively, allowing
accommodation e↵ects to be estimated from a fairly large
dataset [16, 24, 27]. In many applications, especially those
on the Web, however, datasets have the opposite character:
a large number of people interact briefly and data about
any given interaction is sparse. For example, in the Twit-
ter dataset we examine here, many of our interacting pairs
exchange only two messages, containing a maximum of 280
characters. These passing interactions may be importantly
di↵erent from repeated interactions with close friends. Our
measures must be robust enough to extract accurate align-
ment values from these sparse interactions, so that they can
be compared against estimates from more extensive interac-
tions.

4. EXISTING MEASURES FOR LINGUIS-
TIC ALIGNMENT

Rather than giving a comprehensive review, this section
provides a sampling of some influential measurement meth-
ods, and discusses how they fit the desiderata described
above.

4.1 Subtractive Conditional Probability (SCP)
Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil and colleagues [12] presented a

subtractive conditional probability measure, capturing the
increase in the conditional probability of using a marker,
given that it has been used by a conversational partner.
Consider a set of messages from speaker a that each gets a
reply from speaker b. Let A indicate that a used the marker
in a message, and B indicate that b used the marker in a re-
ply. Then the subtractive conditional probability alignment
score is:

SCP = p(B|A)� p(B) (1)

This measure satisfies the conditionality/baselining condi-
tion because the alignment estimate takes into account how
much more likely b is to use the marker in response to use
by a than the baseline use by b.2 In addition, SCP is calcu-
lated independently for each marker, so it meets the marker
separability criterion. It is the only existing measure we will
look at that satisfies both of these desiderata.

It fails on the marker comparability criterion, however.
First, the range of possible alignment values for SCP de-
pends on the baseline p(B), with the alignment estimate
falling in the interval [�p(B), 1�p(B)]. In addition, p(B) =
p(B|A)p(A) + p(B|¬A)p(¬A), making the alignment range
also dependent on p(A):

SCP = p(B|A)� (p(B|A)p(A) + p(B|¬A)p(¬A))

= (1� p(A))(p(B|A)� p(B|¬A))

This definition means that the range of the SCP alignment
estimate for a given marker is the intersection of the intervals
[�p(B), 1�p(B)] and [2(p(A)� 1), 2(1�p(A))], making the
direct comparison of alignment on markers with di↵erent
baseline frequencies di�cult; this point is illustrated through
simulations in Section 6. Lastly, in previous work SCP has
been applied only to conversations with at least 10 messages;
we discuss its robustness to sparse data below.

4.2 Local Linguistic Alignment (LLA)
Local linguistic alignment (LLA) was originally proposed

by [17]; we use the formalization from [47]. Suppose a sends
message Ma to b, who replies with Mb. Then:

LLA =

P
wi2Mb

�(wi 2 Ma)

length(Ma)length(Mb)
(2)

Intuitively, LLA is the percentage of words in the re-
ply that also appeared in the first message, divided by the
length of the first message. This fulfills half of the condition-
ality/baselining desiderata; the numerator is a conditional
distribution, only counting words that have been repeated
in the reply. But no baselining is being done to separate
2[12] limit the calculation of p(B) to the conversations be-
tween a and b, not all of b’s conversations.
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homophily from alignment; if two speakers happen to have
similar vocabulary distributions, they can end up with high
LLA values without accommodating each other at all.
“Discriminate” LLA, where only words from a particular

category are counted, meets the marker separability desider-
atum. “Indiscriminate” LLA, which counts all words, does
not meet this desideratum, and [17] show opposite alignment
e↵ects on task performance depending on whether the dis-
parate markers are treated separately or lumped together.
For these reasons, we only test the discriminate LLA method
in our simulations. LLA is also not consistent across di↵er-
ent message lengths, as the maximum value of the numera-
tor is length(Mb), meaning that the LLA value is bounded
above by 1/length(Ma). Replies to short messages, then,
have higher maximum LLA values than replies to long mes-
sages. We also find evidence of inconsistent behavior on
markers with di↵erent frequencies in simulated data.

4.3 Linguistic Style Matching (LSM)
A great deal of the work on linguistic alignment from a

psychological perspective comes from Pennebaker and col-
leagues [37, 24, 27], including the Linguistic Inquiry and
Word Count system that we use below to establish our marker
categories [40]. The alignment measure used in this work is
Linguistic Style Matching (LSM). As with the SCP measure,
suppose we have a set of messages exchanged between a and
b, and A (or B) indicates that a (or b) has used the marker.
Then LSM is defined as:

LSM = 1� |p(A)� p(B)|
p(A) + p(B)

(3)

This measure does not meet the conditionality/baseline
desideratum, as it may reflect homophily rather than align-
ment. Consider a pathological dyad, where the replier re-
fuses to align. In this case, the replier b will use the marker
only when the initiator a does not, but never use it when
a does. The intuitive sense of alignment is that b is being
divergent, and should have a large negative alignment score,
while a is simply not aligning at all. If a uses the marker
in about half of their messages, though, p(A) ⇡ p(B) ⇡ 0.5,
and the LSM for this pair would be near a perfect 1. In
addition, if a replier shows no actual alignment to their con-
versation partner, but the coincidentally have similar dis-
tributions, they could show a much higher LSM score than
two people with very dissimilar inherent distributions who
are making an e↵ort to align.

LSM fits the marker separability desideratum, as it is in-
dependently calculated for each marker; however, we will
show on simulated data that LSM behaves very di↵erently
on markers of di↵erent probabilities is a↵ected by data spar-
sity.

5. HIERARCHICAL ALIGNMENT MODEL

5.1 Motivation
Building on the probabilistic intuition motivating the SCP

measure, we propose a Hierarchical Alignment Model (HAM).
Specifically, our goal is to use model-based estimation of
conditional probabilities to create a measure that is consis-
tent across di↵erent marker frequencies and robust to sparse
data.

To handle large baseline di↵erences in marker frequency,
we change the form of our alignment estimate from an ad-
ditive e↵ect in probability space to an additive e↵ect in
log-odds space. Having alignment as an additive e↵ect in
probability space means that the range of possible align-
ment strengths moves with the baseline; a more frequent
marker can not show as much convergence as a less frequent
marker. If alignment is a linear e↵ect in log-odds space, then
alignment is defined in the range (�1,+1) and is freed
from the biasing influence of baseline probability, since even
high probabilities can increase by large amounts in log-odds
space.

To improve performance on sparse data we introduce a hi-
erarchical prior on alignment values, parameterized by both
marker and dyad (speaker/replier pair). In doing so, we in-
troduce an assumption that, unless the data argues strongly
otherwise, dyads are likely to have similar alignment be-
haviors on a given marker. This leads to more accurate
estimates of marker frequency and alignment in sparse data
dyads, since they are influenced by the alignment found in
the dataset as a whole. This kind of hierarchical regular-
ization has proven extremely valuable in a wide variety of
applications [18].

5.2 Model
We begin by conceptualizing a conversation as a tree; each

message, aside from the first, is in response to a particular
preceding message, but a message may elicit multiple replies.
Tweets already fit this structure, because Twitter replies ex-
plicitly include which tweet a reply is directed to. In settings
without explicit reply structure, a message can be treated
as a reply to all messages that came before it [47] or thread
reconstruction can be used to find individual reply links [28].

Suppose we observe a conversation that starts with Alice,
who says“hi.” Bob replies to this message with“hello there,”
and Alice responds with “how are you?”. In addition, Eve
jumps into the conversation by replying to Bob (“hi Bob!”).
This conversation provides three message pairs:

[(A, hi),(B : hello there)]

[(B : hello there),(A : how are you?)]

[(B : hello there),(E : hi Bob!)]

Following [12], we treat messages as binary vectors over
words, rather than probability distributions or counts over
words. Because these are conversational messages, they tend
to be short—in the particular case of Twitter, messages con-
tain on average approximately 3 to 6 markers—and thus this
binarization instead of a count is not a severe simplification.3

Alignment then is an increase in the probability of seeing a
given marker (or marker category) in the second message of
a pair given that it appeared in the preceding message.

Figure 1 gives our graphical model for alignment. We
treat pairs where the first message contained the marker
separately from those where the first message did not contain
the marker. The number of message pairs between a dyad
of speakers (a, b) is split into Nbase

m,a,b, the number of pairs

where a did not use the marker m, and Nalign
m,a,b, the number

of pairs where a did use m. We also calculate the count of

3Due to the shortness of the messages, attempting to use
marker counts normalized by message length could even in-
troduce noise and weaken robustness to sparse data.
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Figure 1: The Hierarchical Alignment Model (HAM). A chain of normal distributions generates a linear
predictor ⌘, which is converted into a probability µ for binomial draws of marker presence/absence.

message pairs where the replier b used the marker m when a
did not (Cbase

m,a,b) and when a did (Calign
m,a,b). These counts are

assumed to come from binomial draws with probability µbase

or µalign. These µ values are generated from the ⌘ values
in log-odds space by an inverse-logit transform, similar to
linear predictors in logistic regression.

We implement alignment on these ⌘ values; the ⌘base

variables are representations of the baseline frequency of a
marker in log-odds space, and µbase is simply a conversion
of ⌘base to probability space, the equivalent of an intercept
term in a logistic regression. ⌘align is an additive value, with
µalign = logit�1(⌘base + ⌘align), the equivalent of a binary
feature coe�cient in a logistic regression. Alignment is the
change in log-odds of the replier usingm above their baseline
usage of the marker.

Going up the hierarchy, the inner plate ⌘ values are spe-
cific to each marker-dyad combination (m, a, b), and the µ
values are calculated based on these. One level above this
are ⌘ values for marker-group combinations (m, g). “Group”
here is an intentionally vague classifier for groups of dyads.
In the present work, we divide dyads into groups based on
the power di↵erential in the dyad. Group divisions based
on gender, conversation role, or any other variables are also
possible, and this layer may be omitted in cases where no
group e↵ects are being studied.
Lastly, there are ⌘ values at the marker level m, shared

across all groups g 2 G. For ⌘align, this is a normal dis-
tribution centered at 0, biasing the model equally in favor
of positive and negative alignments. For ⌘base, the overall
frequency of a marker, we set the prior on this highest level
parameter to be an uninformative uniform distribution over
[�5, 5], as there is no strong reason to expect one particu-
lar marker frequency over another. This range was chosen
for convenience; it translates to approximately [.006, .993] in
probability space, which is well beyond the [0.1, 0.6] range of

marker frequencies considered here.4 Each layer of the ⌘ pa-
rameters is generated by a normal distribution with variance
�2.

5.3 Model Fitting and Inference
Alignment measures can be extracted from multiple dif-

ferent levels of this model hierarchy; we focus on the ⌘align
m,s

parameter, which is a single value estimating the mean align-
ment by dyads within a subpopulation. This value repre-
sents the change in the log-odds of using m when replying
to someone who has already used it, which constitutes our
operationalization of alignment.

We implemented this model in RStan [7], with code avail-
able at http://github.com/langcog/alignment. The model
is fit with 200 iterations of the sampler (100 discarded as
burn-in) for each dataset; judging from trace plots, this set-
ting led to reliable convergence. We then extracted align-
ment estimates from each of the final 100 iterations of the
model, and we report the 95% highest posterior density in-
terval on the parameter values in these plots.

6. EXPERIMENT 1: SIMULATIONS
We begin by testing the HAMmodel for consistency across

di↵erent marker frequencies and robustness to sparse data.
We report the results of two simulations: the first generates
alignment on a per-message basis (more like the SCP/HAM
measures’ assumptions), and the second generates alignment
on a per-word basis (presumably more similar to actual pro-
duction). We show greater consistency and more accurate

4While in principle an unbounded distribution is appropri-
ate, [19] discuss the [�5, 5] interval for logistic regression co-
e�cients as capturing likely coe�cients; for modeling mark-
ers with very high or low probabilities, the Cauchy distribu-
tion recommended in that paper could replace the uniform
distribution, allowing (rare) extreme ⌘base values.
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alignment estimates for the HAM model over the existing
measures in both cases.

6.1 Simulation 1: Per-message Alignment
Our first simulation uses a simple generative model that

treats the presence or absence of a marker in a message as the
relevant quantity. Instead of attempting to estimate word
productions based on unigram probabilities and known mes-
sage lengths, we simplify the process by generating messages
with a given probability of containing the marker, and treat
alignment as an adjustment to that per-message frequency.

We start by generating a set number of dyads, in this case
500, each a pair of people who are observed talking to each
other. For each dyad, we draw a number of message pairs
from a geometric distribution with mean 5. This is a sparser
dataset compared to our Twitter dataset, which contains
16864 dyads with a mean of 9.94, but is generally represen-
tative of the Web-based setting as it has a large number of
dyads with a small number of messages. By testing on this
sparse dataset, we can detect a lack of robustness to sparse
data as well.

For each message pair, we perform a Bernoulli draw with
probability p that the first message will contain the marker.5

If the first message does not contain the marker, there is no
alignment and the probability that they reply contains the
marker is p. If the first message does contain the marker, we
change the probability of the reply containing it by adding
an alignment strength ↵ in log-odds space, as this keeps the
probabilities inside the [0, 1] range. ↵ = 0 implies no align-
ment; positive ↵ indicates linguistic convergence, negative ↵
divergence. We test over a range of marker baseline proba-
bilities that span and extend beyond the range of the marker
frequencies seen in the Twitter data (see Table 1). We do
not evaluate LSM and LLA in this simulation because they
require by-word calculations; see Simulation 2 for results
with these measures.

Figure 2 shows alignment values recovered by SCP and
HAM measures, based on five simulated datasets for each
combination of alignment and marker frequency. SCP shows
a decreasing slope as the marker baseline frequency increases.
Additionally, within a given baseline frequency, the relation-
ship between true and estimated alignment is non-linear, es-
pecially at high or low marker frequencies and alignments.
Both of these indicate substantial bias in the SCP measure
based on frequency and alignment. In contrast, HAM shows
a linear relationship between true and estimated alignment,
and the slope of the true-estimated alignment relationship is
consistent across di↵erent marker frequencies. Thus, HAM
(but not SCP) satisfies the desideratum of being consistent
across di↵ering marker frequencies and is robust in its esti-
mates from sparse data.

6.2 Simulation 2: By-word Generation
Our second simulation uses a slightly more complex gen-

erative process, first generating a length for a message and
then filling in words within the message. This process moves
closer to the true generative process underlying person-to-

5Conditionalized, baselined alignment can not be estimated
unless the first member of the dyad has at least one message
that contains the marker and one message that does not
contain the marker. Dyads that do not meet the criterion
were thus re-drawn.
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Figure 2: Results from simulation 1. Plot shows the
actual alignment values from the simulations against
the model-inferred values of the alignment. Lines
are loess-fit curves. Dots show multiple indepen-
dent simulation runs. HAM shows more consistent
behavior across marker frequencies than SCP.

person conversation; because it generates full messages it
also allows testing of the LLA and LSM measures.

We again start by generating 500 interacting dyads, ex-
changing a mean of 5 message pairs. The number of words
in each message is drawn from a uniform distribution on
the interval [1, 25], approximating the 140-character limit of
Twitter. We specify a unigram probability p for the marker.
The first message in each pair is generated with this un-
igram probability. If the initial message does not contain
the marker, the reply is also generated with unigram marker
probability p. If the initial message does contain the marker,
the reply marker unigram probability is changed by ↵ in log-
odds space. We vary the marker frequencies over a range
representative of common words (.005 ⇡ by, .01 ⇡ that,
.05 ⇡ the in [31]) or word categories (.1 ⇡ personal pro-
nouns, .2 ⇡ all pronouns, in [29]), appropriate comparisons
for the marker categories used in the Twitter experiments.

Figure 3 shows the relationship between true and esti-
mated alignments over the four measures, again based on
five runs for each alignment and marker frequency combi-
nation. As in the earlier simulations, the SCP measure is
positively correlated with true alignment, but the relation-
ship is somewhat non-linear and dependent on the marker
frequency. With conditionality but no baselining, LLA is
able to detect changes in (positive) alignment strength, but
is greatly a↵ected by a marker’s baseline frequency, as ex-
pected. In contrast, LSM fails to correctly capture align-
ment in this simulation, detecting the greatest “alignment”
when there is no simulated alignment. Since speakers in
this simulated dataset all have the same baseline marker
frequencies, if they speak independently of each other, their
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Figure 3: Results from simulation 2. Plot shows the
actual alignment values from the simulations against
the model-inferred values of the alignment. Lines
are loess-fit curves. Dots show multiple indepen-
dent simulation runs. HAM shows more consistent
behavior across marker frequencies than any other
measure.

rate of marker usage will be approximately the same. If the
replier conditions their marker use on the initial speaker, the
replier’s rate of marker usage will move away from that of
the speaker, reducing LSM. This simulation thus shows that
LSM actually quantifies the homophily of a dyad, rather
than the alignment—providing evidence that the condition-
ality/baseline desideratum is critical for separating out align-
ment from homophily. HAM performs best, showing con-
sistency across markers and robustness in getting accurate
estimates from sparse data.

7. EXPERIMENT 2: TWITTER DATA
We next turn to an examination of alignment on Twit-

ter. Because of its size, the diversity of its userbase, and
the public accessibility of its data, Twitter is an important
source of data about naturalistic linguistic interaction that
overcomes many of the limitations of other more restricted
sources. On the other hand, as noted above, the brevity of
tweets and the sparsity of individual interactions pose sub-
stantial challenges to investigators.

Alignment on Twitter was initially investigated by [12],
who found overall positive alignment on all 14 tested marker
categories, but no significant e↵ects of social power/status
on alignment. This null finding was contrary to findings of
power/status e↵ects in many other settings [23], including
some Web-based settings [14, 38]. While it is possible that

social media does not display power/status-based di↵erences
in alignment – perhaps because status di↵erences are less
obvious in the social media setting – it is also possible that
di↵erences in that earlier study were masked by precisely the
problems we highlight above, namely sparse data and widely
varying baseline marker frequencies. Using the HAM model,
we provide evidence for this latter possibility.

7.1 Corpus
We use a collection of Twitter conversations collected by

[15] to examine information density in conversation. This
corpus focuses on conversations within a set of 14 mostly
distinct subcommunities on Twitter. These subcommunities
contain all the messages exchanged between Twitter users
who sent at least one message to a“seed user”with a reason-
ably large number of followers. This corpus contains 63,673
conversation threads, covering 228,923 total tweets. We di-
vide these conversations into message pairs, also called con-
versational turns, which are two consecutive tweets within a
conversation thread. The second tweet is always an explicit
reply to the first, and the two tweeters in the pair must be
distinct users (i.e., no self replies are included).

One additional piece of processing was done: while formal
retweets (sharing another tweeter’s message to one’s own
timeline) are removed from the data automatically, there
are also informal retweeting methods that are not marked
as retweets by the Twitter API. We therefore removed all
pairs where the reply tweet contained all of the words of its
preceding tweet and additionally had either the bigram RT
@username: (indicative of a “manual retweet”) or Unicode
curly quote characters (indicative of a type of quoting that
some Twitter apps use). Including such retweets would ar-
tificially inflate the alignment scores, as the entirety of the
previous message was included in the reply, but not as the
replier’s own words. This processing leaves us with 122,693
message pairs, spanning 2,815 users.

The tweets were parsed into word tokens using the Two-
kenizer [39], with usernames and URLs removed. We then
calculated linguistic alignment on the fourteen marker cate-
gories used by [12] in their study of Twitter messages. These
categories come from the Linguistic Inquiry andWord Count
(LIWC) system [40]; category names and sample words are
shown in Table 1. These categories were chosen (from the
complete set of 74 LIWC categories) as “strictly non-topical
style dimensions” as they had few to no content words in
them, and were not focused on specific topics. These can be
roughly divided into four pronoun categories (indefinite, 1st
singular, 1st plural, 2nd), four other syntactic categories (ar-
ticle, conjunction, preposition, quantifier), and six concep-
tual categories (certainty, discrepancy, exclusive, inclusive,
negation, tentative).

A tweet is counted as containing a given category if it
contains at least one word from that category.6 Alignment

6If a reply’s length is strongly dependent on the preced-
ing message’s length, the binarization scheme could over-
estimate alignment in replies after longer messages (since
long replies will be more likely to contain a member of
any category) and underestimate it in replies after shorter
messages. Our Twitter data showed weak length depen-
dence, so we performed an additional simulation to deter-
mine if this spurious e↵ect accounted for the results ob-
served in Sections 7.2 & 7.3, and found that it did not.
This simulation can be found in the GitHub repository
(http://github.com/langcog/alignment).
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Table 1: Marker categories for linguistic alignment,
with examples, number of distinct word types, and
probability of appearing in a tweet.

Category Examples Size p(A)
Article a, an, the 3 .44

Certainty always, never 83 .18
Conjunction but, and, though 28 .39
Discrepancy should, would 76 .20
Exclusive without, exclude 17 .27
Inclusive with, include 18 .30

Indefinite pronoun it, those 46 .39
Negation not, never 57 .21

Preposition to, in, by, from 60 .58
Quantifier few, many 89 .26
Tentative maybe, perhaps 155 .23

1st person singular I, me, mine 12 .57
1st person plural we, us, ours 12 .14

2nd person pronoun you, yourself 20 .25

is calculated based on category rather than on specific word
types; thus if the first tweet contains an and its reply con-
tains the, this pair is counted as an example of positive align-
ment in the “article” category.

7.2 Overall Alignment
[12] found significant positive alignment on all fourteen

marker categories on Twitter, but did not detect an e↵ect
of power on alignment. We start by replicating the over-
all positive alignment result before moving on to the ef-
fects of power. Figure 4 shows the alignment values for
this Twitter dataset using the measure from [12] on the left,
and our model-based alignment measure on the right. The
SCP measure is plotted with 95% confidence intervals from
a 1000-sample bootstrap over dyads. The HAM measure is
plotted with 95% highest posterior density intervals on the
inferred parameter values ⌘align

m,g . The alignment values for
the measures have a correlation of 0.40. There is no obvi-
ous relationship between the strength of the alignment val-
ues and the conceptual/syntactic/pronominal division. As
expected, both measures find consistent and significant con-
vergent alignment on all fourteen marker categories.

7.3 Alignment and Power
We assess a user’s power on Twitter in two ways. First, we

assess power internal to the Twitter network based on the
number of other users following our user of interest. Users
with more followers have their tweets read by more users, get
more retweets and favorites, and so on, giving them power
within the network. In addition, if they retweet or reply to
another user, it can substantially increase that user’s status
and follower count, leading low-follower users to attempt to
catch their eye.

Second, we take advantage of Twitter’s user verification
process as an external measure of power. Twitter verifies
important users to show that their accounts are not impos-
tors or parodies. Verified accounts range from heads of state
(@POTUS, @MedvedevRussiaE) to famous athletes (@KingJames,
@Shaq) to Youtube stars (@camerondallas, @pewdiepie). Twit-
ter only verifies users who they consider to be significant,
generally for accomplishments outside of Twitter (though
the service does not provide a public standard for verifica-
tion). We expect these to measures of power to behave simi-
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Figure 4: Overall alignment per marker category for
SCP and HAM alignment. All 14 marker categories
show significant convergent alignment. 95% confi-
dence intervals shown, based on by-dyad bootstrap-
ping for SCP and by-iteration parameter estimates
for HAM.

larly; both verified users and users with high follower counts
will be aligned to more than unverified users and users with
small follower counts.

Intuitively, alignment to power captures the idea that we
show deference to important people that we do not show
to our peers. While increased alignment to the power has
been observed in many non-Web settings (e.g., [25]), it is
possible that the di↵erent dynamics of social media would
remove or even reverse this e↵ect. Trolls, cranks, and a vari-
ety of other non-cooperative conversationalists may fill peo-
ple’s Twitter timelines with substantially non-aligning mes-
sages (some celebrities and athletes leave or avoid Twitter
for this reason). In addition, powerful people may outsource
their Twitter account to a public relations agency, and some
powerful accounts (e.g., @NYTimes) are managed or group ac-
counts, which may reduce the inclination or ability to align
to these accounts.7 Lastly, the public and open nature of
many Twitter conversations moves away from the canonical
dyadic conversation by allowing overhearers to enter freely
into the conversation alongside the addressees [43].

We predict, however, that alignment is a su�ciently ro-
bust and automatic part of human communication that these
features of Twitter will make alignment appear noisy rather
than to eliminating or reversing alignment behavior. Thus
we predict that a su�ciently sensitive measure of alignment
should find an e↵ect of power on Twitter alignment. We
also predict that the pronouns may pattern di↵erently from
the other syntactic and conceptual markers, as pronoun us-
age has previously been shown to di↵er depending on one’s
social power [10, 29].

7.3.1 Follower ratio as a measure of power

For each pair of users, we calculate their follower ratio by
dividing the first tweeter’s follower count by the sum of their

7Using follower counts as a measure of power may be help-
ful in this regard; [8] suggest that high-follower users are
more likely to be influentials who directly connect to their
audience through one-on-one interactions, whereas verified
accounts in general may not be so personal.
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Figure 5: Di↵erence in SCP-estimated alignment on
the 14 marker categories depending on follower ra-
tio. Positive values indicate greater alignment to
high-follower users; negative indicates greater align-
ment to low- and equal-follower users. One category,
first-person plural pronouns, shows a significant neg-
ative e↵ect of power on alignment, while the rest
show no e↵ect.

follower count and their replier’s follower count. Numbers
above 0.5 indicate that the first tweeter has more followers
than the replier. We use 100/101 as our cuto↵, meaning that
the first tweeter has at least 100 times as many followers as
the replier, and thus has a substantially larger audience.
38% of our pairs have this property.8 We do not distinguish
dyads with an equal number of followers from those where
the replier has substantially more followers because high-
follower users very rarely reply to low-follower users. Under
the hypothesis of increased alignment to power, we expect
to find increased alignment when the follower ratio is high.

Figure 5 shows the di↵erence in alignment to power de-
rived from follower counts, using the SCP measure. The
intervals in this plot are 95% confidence intervals estimated
by a 1000-sample bootstrap over the dyads. Only one cat-
egory shows a significant e↵ect of power on alignment, and
it shows reduced alignment to powerful users, contrary to
our power expectations. However, this outlier is the first
person plural pronominal category (e.g., we, us), which is
known to have di↵erent usage patterns for those with and
without power. The rest of the categories show no signif-
icant e↵ects, meaning that this result essentially replicates
the lack of significant alignment to power found by [12].

Figure 6 shows the alignment di↵erences based on power
assessed by the follower count ratio, using our model-based
measure. The intervals in this plot are 95% highest pos-
terior densities based on samples from the posterior distri-
bution. Here we find five marker categories showing signifi-

8We repeated these analyses with the median follower ratio
as the division point, but did not see substantially di↵erent
results.
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Figure 6: Di↵erence in HAM-estimated alignment
on the 14 marker categories depending on follower
ratio. Five markers show significantly more align-
ment to power, while only one shows less alignment.

cantly more alignment to powerful users, with only one (first
person plural pronouns again) showing significantly less. If
we exclude the pronouns, half of our markers show signif-
icantly greater alignment to power. Thus it appears that
Twitter users do show a similar increase in alignment to
power as had been seen in other settings.

7.3.2 Verification as power

We next examine tweet pairs with a mismatch in veri-
fication to look at alignment to externally-derived power.
Because there are relatively few verified users, there were
few message pairs with a verified replier in our dataset, and
especially few tweets from verified users to other verified
users. We thus limit our analysis to how unverified users
reply to messages from verified versus unverified users. We
predict that tweets sent from an unverified user to a verified
user will show greater alignment than tweets sent from an
unverified user to a fellow unverified user.

Figure 7 shows the mean di↵erence in per-category align-
ments when unverified users reply to verified versus unveri-
fied users, according to the SCP measure. A positive value
indicates increased alignment to the verified, powerful tweet-
ers. However, none of the marker categories show significant
increases in alignment to verified users, based on the 95%
confidence intervals from a 1000-sample bootstrap. This
replicates the result in [12], using their measure.

In contrast, Figure 8 shows the di↵erence between align-
ment to verified and unverified tweeters estimated with HAM;
intervals are again the 95% highest posterior densities. Here
we see positive di↵erences, indicating higher alignment to
verified tweeters, in three categories, with no significantly
negative di↵erences.

In these results, we see substantial evidence for a gen-
eral increase in alignment to a user with more social power,
even if that social power is extrinsic to the social network.
Interestingly, we also find compelling evidence for the non-
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Figure 7: Di↵erence in SCP-estimated alignment
on the 14 marker categories when speaking to ver-
ified or unverified users. Positive values indicate
greater alignment to verified users; negative indi-
cates greater alignment to unverified users. No
markers show significant e↵ects of power on align-
ment, based on 95% bootstrap CIs.

monolithic nature of linguistic alignment. All of the marker
categories showed an overall positive alignment e↵ect (Fig-
ure 4), but when we compare di↵erences in how people align
to with or without power, the markers show idiosyncratic
e↵ects. One class of markers, the pronouns, have previ-
ously been shown to be used di↵erently by powerful and
non-powerful speakers [29], and these consistently show less
alignment to power than most other markers. Another class
of markers, conceptual markers, generally showed the great-
est alignment to power. We speculate that these categories
represent di↵erent framings of a topic under discussion, and
that the choice of how to conceptualize a topic is largely
made by the more powerful person in the conversation. De-
tecting such patterns is a key reason behind the marker sep-
arability desideratum.

8. CONCLUSIONS
Accommodation to one’s conversational partners is a deeply

ingrained human characteristic, as such is a useful tool for
assessing the nature of conversation. Linguistic alignment
is an important measure of accommodation, and has been
a focus for much previous research. Despite this attention,
measures of alignment have varied from study to study and
field to field, leading to a large body of incommensurable re-
sults. In addition, as we show here, many widely-used mea-
sures either fail to distinguish alignment from homophily,
or else su↵er from bias across di↵erent baseline probabilities
and di↵erent levels of accommodation.

We assessed measures on four desiderata: conditional-
ity/baselining, marker separability, consistency across marker
frequencies, and robustness to sparse data. We also intro-
duced a hierarchical, model-based alignment measure (HAM)
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Figure 8: Di↵erence in HAM-estimated alignment
on the 14 marker categories when speaking to ver-
ified or unverified users. Positive values indicate
greater alignment to verified users; negative indi-
cates greater alignment to unverified users. Three
markers show significantly more alignment to power,
based on 95% HPD; none show significantly less.

and showed that it outperformed previous measures in simu-
lations. In an analysis of Twitter data, we also showed that
this measure is able to detect di↵erential alignment based
on di↵erences in social status that were undetectable using
previous measures.

Making theoretical progress on the psychological mecha-
nisms underlying linguistic alignment, as well as communi-
cation accommodation more generally, will require a con-
sistent and robust set of empirical measurements. We be-
lieve our work here takes a step towards developing the kind
of method that will facilitate this kind of consistency. Our
measures are relatively straightforward to fit, and they result
in measurements with a natural scale that can be compared
across di↵erent settings (i.e., log-odds change). We hope
that future work will adopt this probabilistic standard, fa-
cilitating a more coherent body of investigations of this set
of phenomena.
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